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                NetSuite Partner In NYC

Here at Horizon Associates Group, LLC, we use the NetSuite finance and accounting software to run our own business. In order to take care of our clients, we have to first take care of our own finances, so it’s very important that we use a tool that is easy, simple, and uncomplicated. NetSuite is the perfect tool for the job and makes reporting a transparent thing so your cash and other assets are optimized. If it works for us, then it’ll definitely work for you.
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                The NetSuite Accounting Modules We Offer

We understand that having a long-term contract is not optimal, which is why we offer monthly usage of NetSuite modules. Here are the NetSuite modules that you can utilize with us:

	NetSuite Advanced Financials: If you have trouble with budgeting, this is a great tool to have for your company. There is an Advanced Budgeting feature which simplifies the whole process by allowing you to import and export more complicated budgets in one space. Expense Allocations automates your expenditures and Amortization Schedules eliminates any redundancies in your accounts.
	NetSuite Revenue Recognition: This module ensures that your business is fully compliant with AICPA, FASB, and SEC regulations. If you want to defer your income, this tool allows you to attach amortization schedules to your sales. Automation of journal entries for revenue can be made as well.
	NetSuite Incentive Management: This is a powerful module that designs, tracks, and pays sales commission for individuals and and sales teams and frees up your accounting resources. The Incentive Management tool essentially bundles up all types of commission and lets your sales team see their own commissions whenever they want. They can also see their estimated commissions and know when their commissions have been authorized and paid.
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                Real-Time Access To Data

Having real-time access to data can mean all the difference between sink or float when it comes to your business. As a cloud solution, NetSuite allows you to streamline your business processes and operations. This means that you can resolve delays quickly and generate reports, statements, and disclosures at will. You can also monitor, predict, and manage cash all across the world in real-time. Strict audit trails help you stay compliant with all regulations.

 

            


            
                    

    


    






    
    
    
    

        
        
        

            
                Total Control Over Accounts Receivable & Payable

NetSuite provides an end-to-end AR and AP experience that automates and streamlines all the aspects of invoicing and more. No longer will you have to deal with antiquated systems that eat up your time – with NetSuite, you’ll be able to save time and increase productivity, which will help drive revenue and profits.

            


                            
                    Reduce Your Back Office Costs

If you’d like to not only streamline your financial dealings, but also reduce costs, then NetSuite is the perfect cloud solution for you. As professionals in the business for many years, Horizon Associates Group, LLC can testify to how well NetSuite can improve your financials, as we use it ourselves. So if you’re in the NYC or Philadelphia areas and would like to have this solution for your own business, get in touch with us.

                

            
                    

    


    






    
    
    
    

        
        
        

            
                            


            
                    

    


    






    
    
    
    

        
        
        

            
                We serve clients across the United States from our offices in Long Island, New York and Malvern, Philadelphia. Give us a call at (866) 638-7848 to learn more.
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